
ANOTHER GREENHOUSE TEXT

Can you believe it? After decades of wishing
for good greenhouse management textbooks, we now
have more than nine. Greenhouse Management by Dr.
Robert Langhans is the latest to appear. While
not as lengthy as some other texts, the brief,
concise and meticulous style is most commendable.

This will be a valuable addition to your

library which should include many of the following

The Greenhouse Environment. John W.
Mastalerz. John Wiley & Sons, New York, N.Y.
1977 $24.95

The Greenhouse Grower. Kennard S. Nelson.
Interstate Printers & Publishers, Danville, IL.
1977 $14.60

Greenhouse Operation and Management. Paul
V. Nelson. Reston Publishing Co., Reston, VA.
1978 $16.95

Greenhouse Management. Hanan, Hoi ley &
Goldsberry. Springer-Ver1ag, New York, N.Y.
1978 $47.00

Flower and Plant Production in the Green
house" Kennard S. Nelson. Interstate Printers
& Publishers, Danville, IL. 1978 $14.00

Commercial Flower Forcing, 8th Ed. Laurie,
Kiplinger & Nelson. McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York, -N.Y. 1979 $21.00

Greenhouse Management, 2nd Ed. Kennard S.
Nelson. Interstate Printers & Publishers,
Danville, IL. 1980 $14.60

Introduction to Floriculture. Roy A.
Larson, Ed. Academic Press, New York, N.Y.
1980 $29.50

Greenhouse Management. Robert W. Langhans.
Halcyon Press, Ithaca, N.Y. 1980 $14.00
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SOIL AERATION — DON'T GUESS
Allen C. Botacchi

Cooperative Extension Horticulture Agent

Personal observations by the author over the
past 15 years have indicated that at least 3/4 of
the greenhouse problems are related to the soil
or other growth medium. These problems generally
fall into two overall categories: 1) Nutrient
levels or balance and pH, and 2) Medium pore
space (air to medium ratio).

Soil testing can and will answer questions
and problems related to nutrient levels, balance,
and pH. The nominal charge made for soil testing
is insignificant when compared to the total costs
of producing the crop--any crop. Of greater
importance is the economic loss which can be
experienced due to excessive or deficient nutrient
levels, nutrient imbalances or undesirable pH
values. A detailed explanation of the above
subjects is covered in "Nutrition of Greenhouse
Crops" (1).

Medium pore space, although not normally
tested at soils laboratories, can be easily
determined by the grower. The following pro
cedure for determining air space and water
holding capacity was outlined by George Gessert
(2).

Materials needed are a measuring cup, mask
ing tape, a pencil, the pot (at least 5") or
container to be used, a bucket or pan, water,
and the medium to be tested.

1. Measure the volume of the pot. Tape
the holes outside securely at the bottom of the
pot. Fill the pot with water to about 1/2 inch
of the lip or at the normal soil line. Mark
this line with the pencil. Carefully pour the
water from the pot into the measuring cup and
count the number of cups of water held by the
pot. This is the total volume of the pot.
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2. Dry the inside of the pot, but do not
remove the tape. Fill the pot with your pot
ting mix and pack it as you would when potting
a plant.

3. Using the measuring cup, carefully wet
the medium. Keep track of the number of cups of
water it takes to thoroughly saturate the medium.
When a thin film of free water appears at the
soil line, the medium is water saturated. Stop.

Since dry peats are difficult to wet, add
water a little at a time. If the medium tends

to float, seal the top of the pot with saran or
foil to reduce surface evaporation, as several
hours may be required to wet the medium.

The total amount of water added is the total

porosity--the pore space of the medium which can
be occupied by water or air.

% Porosity =

Cups of water required to
saturate the medium
Total volume of the pot in cups

4. After the medium is thoroughly saturated,
elevate the pot over the bucket or pan and remove
the tape from the holes. Water will drain from
the pot. Allow the pot to drain until no more
water comes out. Measure the amount of water

collected in the receptacle. This amount of
dra?ned water is equivalent to the air space
in the drained medium.

o, ., _ Cups of drained water
4 Air Space = = . , ; c .. —: -

r Total volume of the pot in cups

This is the percentage of the total volume
of the drained media that is occupied by air.
It should be noted that not as much water drained

from the medium as was applied to saturate it.
The difference between the amount applied and the
amount dra ined is the water hold ing capaci ty of
the medium.
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Do not wait for potassium deficiency symt-
toms to appear. Anticipate them and take the

above steps to prevent this problem.

The newer cultivars of poinsettias are
"heavy feeders" and require nutrient levels
similar to those used for pot chrysanthemums.

The bulletin "Producing Poinsettias
Commercially," was selected as a northeast
publication. It has been expanded and updated
Copies are available from your local county
agricultural agent for $1.00.

IS THE NEGC NUMBER 1?

Probably not.

In 1978 the New England Greenhouse Confer
ence attendance passed 1000. The Ohio Green
house Short Course is well over l000 but many
retail florists are included in this count.

Gro-Show may be great for buying but cannot
be considered as an educational conference.

The Bedding Plants, Inc. annual meeting might
be considered a greenhouse conference. Do
other greenhouse meetings compare?

There is one conference that does compare.
The CANADIAN GREENHOUSE CONFERENCE had over 1000

registrants last year. It will meet this year on
Nov. 7 and 8 in Guelph, Ontario. It follows the
NEGC format, a joint session on general produc
tion topics followed by cut flower and pot plant
split sessions in the afternoon. The next day
the split sessions are on vegetables and bedding
plants followed by a joint session.

If Canada surpasses the NEGC attendance this
fall, they may well be No. 1 on the continent.
But maybe the 1980 NEGC will be No. 1 in the U.S.
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POINSETTIA NUTRITION

Alien C. Botacchi

Cooperative Extension Horticulture Agent

Last fall and early winter quite a few cases
of potassium (K) deficient poinsettia plants were
observed. Both stock plants and panned cuttings
exhibited the deficiency symptoms. Nitrogen
insufficiency was also seen.

The potassium symptoms were normally
observed on the lower, older leaves. Symptom
expression appeared as a yellowing and mottling
of the leaf margin. If the deficiency was
allowed to continue, browning and death (necro
sis) of the entire leaf margin followed. Several
of these severe cases were verified by a complete
soi1 test.

Avoid this potential problem which will
reduce crop quality ($) by: 1) Soil testing
initially and several times during the crop
cycle, 2) Start fertilizing cuttings immediately
after root initiation, 3) Maintain a regular
high fertility program.

Use a root medium which has been adequately
limed and amended with superphosphate (0-20-0).
Fertilization at every watering with calcium
(3 parts) and potassium (2 parts) nitrates
(15-0-18) at 200 ppm (18 oz/100 gals) is
generally recommended. For weekly feeding,
use 450 ppm (40 oz/100 gals).
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%Water Holding .. %Porosity - %Air Space
Capacity (Percent of total drained

medium occupied by water)

The percent air space and water holding
capacity determinations are valuable tools
for the grower. For example, a fine medium
with predominantly small pores tends to
retain more water (and consequently less air)
than a coarse medium having large pores. The
ratio of the various medium components (par
ticle size and shape) must be adjusted to
specific containers, plant requirements, and
irrigation practices of the individual grower,

Research has shown that the majority of
greenhouse crops require a percent air space
of 10-20%.

During this past season several cases of
poor plant growth were directly attributed to
very low levels of air space. Take the time
to determine the percent air space of your
medium before planting. Many potting media
have been observed that contain too fine a

particle size caused by the use of fine sands
or excessive shredding (mixing) of the com
ponents .

To insure more profit from your crops,
Don't Guess—Soil Test and conduct your own
percent air space tests.
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